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Floral Phrases Card

Shopping List

Available at: melissaengeseth.stampinup.net
Stamp Set:

Floral Phrases, page 77 # 141767

Ink Pads:

Night of Navy, page 170 # 126970

Versamark, page 180 # 102283

Cardstock and DSP:

Whisper White (Thick), page 175 #140272

Night of Navy, page 170, #100867

Floral Boutique DSP, page 172, # 141663

Adhesives:

Snail, page 182 #104332

Multipurpose Liquid Glue page 182 #110755

Stampin Dimensionals page 182 #14430

Other:

Paper Snips pg 189 #103579 

Paper Trimmer page 189  # 126889

Heat Tool page  #129053

Stampin Emboss Powder (Clear) page 181 #109130

Enamel Shapes  (Brights) page 177, # 141680

Bone Folder page 185 #102300

ETC: pencil and ruler

For more detailed directions, go to: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_XYhnYkLTQ

1. Prepare a standard 4.25”x 5.5” side folding card base
using Whisper White; set aside. 

2. Cut a card front from DSP at 4.25”x 5.5”

3. Cut a layer from Whisper White at 4.25”x 6.5”. 
Score each 4.25” end at ½”. Orient the cardstock in 
front of you portrait style. Along the right side, mark 
two tick marks; one at 3” and one at 5”. Lightly draw a 
line, using a ruler from the top left score line to the 3'' 
tick mark and another from the same score line to the 
5” tick mark. Line these pencil lines into the paper 
trimmer, and trim on the pencil lines. Discard the 
triangular piece cut from between the pencil lines, 
keeping just the pieces that have the scored ends.  

4. From the Night of Navy card stock, cut two pieces of
trim measuring ½” x 8.5”. Adhere these each along the 
underside of the diagonal cuts  from step 3. How much 
of the Night of Navy strips is up to you. Trim the ends 
to be flush. Set aside. 

5. Using Night of Navy ink and the Versamark together
*refer to video for clear instruction*, stamp floral 
image from stamp set onto another piece of Whisper 
White (perhaps the remaining piece after cutting the 
layer from the beginning of step 3).  Cover with clear 
embossing powder and use the heat tool to set. Allow to
cool, then cut out leaving slight border all around 
image. 

6. While embossing powder iscooling from step 5 
assemble the card. Holding the DSP at a portrait style 
orientation, adhere the scored ½” ends to the top and 
bottom of the BACK side of the DSP. Flip over , so that
the front side of the DSP is now facing you. Along the 
cut edges of the Night of Navy trimmed diagonal cuts, 
add a few pieces of Stampin Dimensionals. Fold the 
Whisper White pieces up and towards the center. 

7. Glue flower image to top left of the card front, 
straddling slightly the raised cut opening. Sprinkle with
clusters of circle Enamel Shapes in the Daffodil Delight
color. Attach to card base

Note: Sentiments are not described, add as desired.
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